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Fig. 2: Daily profile at date 20/01/2020, Nauru Island

Detected cold pool
Front characterized by a strong temperature 
drop, a moisture ring, enhance wind and a 
high precipitation rate ; followed by a 
decrease of moist static energy and 
sustained wind and precipitation rate

False candidates
Control checks differentiate 
turbulence from cold pools

Arguable case
We chose to set the 
parameters so as to 
avoid false alarms and 
miss few real cold 
pools

• We use two ARM sites in the tropical western Pacific 
(Manaus and Nauru Islands) with over 10 years of data

• Detection of nearly 10,000 cold pools
• Ghost cold pools represent half of detected events

Results of the detection of cold pools

• Droplet evaporation and rainfall drag in mid-tropospheric air generate cold, dense downdrafts that descend.
• Arriving at the surface, this dense and dry air spreads as a cold pool, recovering through surface heat and 

moisture fluxes
• Old, and nearly recovered, “Ghost cold pools”, have :

• limited dynamical activity at their front
• a small associated temperature/density drop 

• Numerical simulations show evidence of ubiquitous moisture rings at the edges of ghost cold pools
• But no previous observational study has documented them due to the challenge of systematically detecting weak 

fronts.

Do all cold pools have a moisture ring ? 
• Moisture rings are found in most cases (82%)
• They are more frequent among ghost cold pools 

(84% to 80%)

And how do moisture rings       
evolve with cold pool age ?

• Moisture rings are more often present and more 
intense among ghost cold pools

FIg. 3 :  Co-variations of pairs of cold pool properties
and their probability density functions

What does it tell us about the origin 
of moisture rings ?

• It supports the hypothesis that moisture rings are 
predominantly formed by enhanced surface fluxes

• Consequence in the presence of a mean flow : 
asymmetric moisture rings, downwind propagation

Little or no gust front correlated to 
small temperature drops, moist air :
assumed to be old fronts, 
that we name ghost cold pools


